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Reynders Lexie Lightfoot s move home to Moose Creek Junction, Wyoming, with her daughter, Eva,
has been both a blessing and a curse. It s good to be near her family, even though Lucy, her
opinionated, churchgoing sister, makes life interesting in a hair-pulling sort of way. In the recent
past, the sisters have called upon their amateur sleuthing abilities to investigate murders in the
small community. If matters had been left to Sheriff Otis Parnell, Moose Creek Junction s
incompetent sheriff, who just happens to be Lucy s husband, the cases would have gone cold. When
it finally seems the snoopy sisters can settle down to a normal routine, some spicy intrigue is tossed
their way. During a shower baby shower the sisters are holding for nine-months-pregnant Eva at
their small restaurant, the Saucy Lucy Cafe, a knock sounds at the front door. The young man
waiting on the doorstep claims to be Lucy s long lost son. Lucy is mortified, swears he s mistaken
and quickly sends him...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. We have study and so i am sure that i am going to likely to study once again again in the foreseeable future.
I realized this book from my i and dad encouraged this ebook to discover.
-- Dua ne Fa del
This book is really gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for about if you request me).
-- Delber t Glea son
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